PIC-NIC

FOR
LIBERATION!
ACHIEVEMENTS OVER THE PAST YEAR
-Collaborated with the sports officer to create women's only gym
sessions.
- Worked and hosted multiple events such as Black History
Month and Trans Day of Remembrance.

- Worked on the Curriculum Consultancy.
-Facilitated the LGBTQ+ Allyship Training for students.
-Collaborated with the University for Leicester Pride.
- Approval of the accessibility audit for campus and online.

- Approval of Liberation Fund for University.
- Students are able to self-certify for racial trauma for mitigating
circumstances.
- Sat on multiple University Committees and contributed to the
Race Equality Charter.

I'VE GOT THE RECIPE TO SUCCESS

COMMUNITY
-Continue to work on student outreach
and provide tools for future students to
create change in their environment.
- Continue to collaborate with
organisations within Leicester to create
different cultural events and
celebrations.
- Create a Midlands event called "QTIPOC Corner" for students to come

together.

ACTIVISM

·Launch the LGBTQ+ Housing Survey and work towards the LGBTQ+ Housing
Scheme.
·Continue to create and lead amazing campaigns for important events such as
Black History Month and LGBTQ+ History Month.
·Continue to work with the University to address the Gender Pay Gap.
·Continue to work closely with the ELCs, PTOs and Liberation Networks.
·Continue the LeicsDecolonise Campaign by:
Implementing the Five-Year Plan to build the underpinnings of legacy work
for future officers.
Building the foundations for an annual Decolonise Festival.
·Empowering students to come forward and create their own campaigns.
·Building students' confidence and giving them the tools to change their
environment.
- Continue to work with the University to change the gender options for students.
·Continue to secure the Liberation Fund for future officers and students.

I'VE GOT THE RECIPE TO SUCCESS

TRAINING
·Continue to work with the EDI Department of
the University to update their staff LGBTQ+
Allyship Training.
·Continue to provide LGBTQ+ Allyship Training
for students.
·Work on Cultural Competency training for inhouse counsellors
·Start foundations with the university for compulsory anti-racism training for
students alongside Bystander and Consent Training.

SUPPORT
·Work with the University to permanently create a trans, non-binary and
gender questioning counselling service and drop-in session.
·Continue to advocate for disabled students in response to the aftermath of
the COVID-19 Pandemic.
·Utilise the information from our “Support for Religious Groups” Survey to
work with the University to provide better facilities and aid.
·Continue to support the University in Phase 1 of the Accessibility Audit.
·Work on creating safe spaces in the gym.
·Work with the University to reduce Graduation Costs.

I'VE GOT THE RECIPE TO SUCCESS

Candidate name: sri krishna Chaitanya
chilukuri
Role: liberation officer.
MANIFESTO:
My idea of liberation and equality stems from the circumstances I
had faced during my upbringing as a child back in India. My major
focus on liberation and equality is directly proportional to the
promotion of unity. this can only happen through inclusiveness
rather than sole selfidentification. of course, one should be identified
based on their own personal preferences but that itself proves that
an individual is bound to his or her or their identity. this in turn will
lead us away from the whole idea of liberation. My manifesto mainly
stresses on the point of inclusiveness, unity, building a better student
community which helps each other irrespective of any differences.
Decolonization in academics can become a key factor during this
period of change.so it will be a major point to stress on during my
tenure. Enhancing student capabilities and to give them a good sense
of inclusiveness, I wish to plan events which bring all the people and
cultures together in one place and conduct several activities to make
them feel together. my major focus is not on only on the rights of
specific groups but is mainly on students as a whole. I want all the
students and myself too to be the voice for the voiceless.

